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Prospects of Application (Build- Operate- Transfer) BOT Contracts to Develop Infrastructures in Iraq

(Case Study -Electricity Sector)

Munqith Jameel Jubair

Abstract

This research look for the possibility to apply (Build- Operate -Transfer) BOT contracts to develop the infrastructure in (Iraqi electricity sector) I.E.S, so the existing problems were searched and determined in this sector, through the interviews with a specialized sample represented experts' persons. According to the interview results and after the analysis via using statistical parameters, and also according to the official documents for expenditures and performance for all the existing projects in Iraq, which were explained, it has been concluded that the real Iraqi electricity sector was too late and suffering from many problems related with a "financing, management, experience, economic and security".

The contribution of this research is to solve these problems in Iraq and to assist in developing this sector. Firstly, a specified questionnaire was employed to select the actual information about the BOT contract with its characteristics, secondly it has been selected and determined the real affecting factors on applying the BOT contract and also affecting on the development of the electricity sector, so according to the results, there were a sufficient information and ideas about the BOT contract but without a real and exact knowledge about all forms, moreover, the most effective factors on developing the electricity sector by using the BOT contract in Iraq were determined with a suitable and favorable base to apply this kind of contract because of the actual and urgent need to save and develop this sector by using available characteristics and advantages of the BOT
contract with all forms. Based on the requirements of each project in Iraq, a list of factors affecting on applying the BOT contract to develop this sector and BOT processing model and phases were suggested, in addition to, the factors were allocated according to each phase, and finally a (Strengths-Weaknesses- Opportunities- Threats) SWOT analysis was prepared for BOT contracts in I.E.S related to actual and real situation in this sector to be more clear and comprehensive.

Accordingly, for all these conclusions, it has been recommended to depend on the BOT contract with all suggested model and factors to develop infrastructure in Iraqi electricity sector included a multi important and deep procedures related, firstly with modification the investment laws and regulations that must be joined with the international conventions and agreements, secondly with a real promotion, conferences and training staff for this kind of contract and finally full review and modification for the existing financial and economic policies to be suitable with the next stage in the Iraqi development.
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